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QuickScore Elite Level II is Sion Software's premier software for composing music - a powerful and
integrated 48-track scoring and sequencing program together in one package. QuickScore Elite
Level II is the software that Electronic Magazine awarded Fast, Easy Score Composition - The Score
Editor is the heart of QuickScore Elite Level II. It lets you compose music using up to 48 tracks.
Each of these tracks is a complete song. You can even record and enter.WAV files with your song in
place, and even extract notes from them. In addition to audio, you can import or generate music files
in MusicXML, NIFF or Guido formats. You can even generate MIDI from MusicXML and NIFF and
import MIDI files. It's that easy! Unprecedented Audio Editing - The Audio Editor makes it possible
to edit down the audio down to the individual sample level. Cut and paste audio into different areas
of your song and adjust it down to a low level with the tools you have for adjusting audio. Unlimited
Number of Voices - You can have any number of independent voices on one staff! You can use this
program to create 3-part choral pieces, song arrangements or four-part orchestras. Professional-
Quality Printing - QuickScore lets you print your scores with any Windows-compatible printer. Using
the built-in printer driver, you can print out your score in black and white or color. If you choose to
do so, the notation defaults to black on white. Easy to Use - The Score Editor interface is very easy
to learn. It has a clean, intuitive design with lots of bright colors. MIDI Out - You can export your
music as a MIDI file, and you can control it using your MIDI instruments. Of course, you can use any
MIDI instrument that's available on your sound card. Built-In Score Generator - Generate your score
with a built-in score generator. Just choose the melody, then the beat, then the number of measures
and click on the Generate button. It's that easy! Advanced Keymap Editor - QuickScore lets you
change your score's key, clefs, time signature, key signature, tempo, instruments and more. You can
even set up your own custom keyboard to use with your score. Highly Customizable Score Display -
QuickScore lets you customize your score display. You can change the size of the staff bars, staff and
bar spacing, text, and other display options. Sample Editor - Import audio
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￭ Easily compose great music with a total professional set of tools. ￭ QuickScore is a complete
scoring and sequencing program together in one package. ￭ New Score Editor 1.4 - QuickScore Elite
Level II features a new Score Editor that makes composition easier than ever. You can open a rich
library of full-featured Score Editors with just a few clicks of your mouse. Load from any of the most
popular file types - MusicXML, MID, NIFF, MusicComposer, PDF, SCORM, wave, and more. ￭ A
complete Orchestra with built-in Mixer - QuickScore's Orchestra was one of the most popular
features of the original QuickScore, and it's now available in QuickScore Elite Level II. QuickScore
Orchestra lets you easily compose orchestral music from a wide variety of sounds and instruments.
Use predefined instruments and sounds or create your own. All you need is a microphone. ￭ A
complete Drum Kit - Create your own easy to use drum kit with built-in percussion instruments and
effects. ￭ Full Score Report Generator - Know what your music sounds like without installing any
software! QuickScore lets you make a full report from your.WAV files that are automatically
extracted from your scores. Create digital audio CDs, music soundtracks, and wave files. ￭ Score
Template Manager - QuickScore lets you quickly and easily create any type of Score you want, and
save it to your hard drive for future use. ￭ Unlimited Lyrics - QuickScore's lyrics feature
automatically scores the lyrics on the music being composed. And you can add as many lyrics to your
score as you want. ￭ Automatically generate Guitar Chords and Guitar Guitars from the Notes in
your score. ￭ Hundreds of other features you'll love. QuickScore Edit 3.4.5 QuickScore Edit is a
music notation program for composing, editing, sequencing, printing, publishing, exporting and
publishing your songs. Using a robust set of tools, it is a highly sophisticated editor, allowing you to
create music with a different type of music notation or score at your fingertips. QuickScore Edit also
allows you to display the score in a variety of ways, with styles like Guitar Tab, Sheet Music,
Songwriter Notation, Mixing Board, Piano Roll, and more, plus many more Score Editors are
available. You can easily open any type of MusicXML,
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What's New In QuickScore Elite Level II?

QuickScore Elite Level II is Sion Software's premier software for composing music - a powerful and
integrated 48-track scoring and sequencing program together in one package. QuickScore Elite
Level II is the software that Electronic Magazine awarded Start faster right off the top with one of
QuickScore's score templates. You've got Piano, Piano and Solo Instrument, Organ, Choir, Band,
Orchestra and a bunch more. And if you need something you don't see, just set it up yourself and it's
there for you to use from then on. You'll find yourself quickly entering music using the mouse or
playing music using the built-in virtual keyboard or your MIDI keyboard, guitar controller or other
input device. With a microphone attached to your computer you can even sing into QuickScore!
Record and enter.WAV digital audio files, and even extract notes from.WAV files. Add volume, pan or
any other controllers in real time using the built-in mixer. Or simply open any MIDI, MusicXML,
NIFF or Guido file without worrying which scanning program, sequencer or notation program
created it. Edit your music using your choice of Score, Piano Roll, Audio, Controller, Event List or
Song Editors - all included and all fully integrated. Once you understand one editor, you
automatically understand the others. And now you can edit your audio data down to the individual
sample with the included QuickAudio audio editor. Use VST plugins to extend QuickScore's
functionality in ways you never thought possible. You can load new virtual software synthesizers,
drum kits and orchestral sounds not available on your sound card, and manipulate them in
unbelievable ways. You can edit and morph your audio, and generate new MIDI or audio material to
go with music you've already entered. Of course you can play your music using any sound card or
MIDI interface that you've got on your Windows PC. And when you're done, print publication-quality
scores using any Windows-compatible printer, export your scores to word processing, graphics or
publishing software in vector or bitmap format, publish to the desktop or world wide web as PDF or
JPEG, and create audio CDs, Wave and MP3 files and music soundtracks which you can incorporate
into digital films, videos and games. If you're looking for the heart of this software, you'll find it in
the Score Editor. Unlike a lot of sequencers, we don't stop once the notes are down. You've got a
complete set of clefs, including five-line and single-line drum clefs. Drop in a clef anywhere on a staff
and the music automatically reformats to reflect the change. Same thing for time signature and key
signature changes. There's a full compliment of musical symbols, including grace notes, slurs, chord
names, guitar grids, figured bass symbols, and hundreds of others. You've got up to four verses of
lyrics that automatically center under their notes as you enter



System Requirements For QuickScore Elite Level II:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3, Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8 (Desktop Mode
Only) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E7300 (2.13 GHz) or AMD Athlon X2 (2.66 GHz) Memory: 2 GB
RAM Hard Disk Space: 4 GB of available space Graphics: Microsoft DirectX 9c-compatible video card
DirectX: Version 9.0c Network: Broadband Internet connection Additional Notes: The game will
launch in 4K
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